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Morning glory movie esl worksheet

This is a great segment with multiple possibilities, especially if you want to talk about TV shows. Since television is a controversial topic, I used it to get students to practice expressing opinions genuinely, rather than using the phrase I think.... I. Watch the movie segment and discuss these questions in
small groups. RATINGS: a list of television and radio programmes showing how popular they will be from 1 January 2007 to 31 December 2006. What changes did he decide to implement to raise the ratings for TV shows?  2. Why did the ratings go up?  3. Are there as many TV shows in your city as
there are in the segment? What are they? Will you watch them? Why (no)?  II. Let's practice expressing opinions without saying the expression I think.... Of course, saying it to express an opinion is great, but you can enrich your language if you use certain ways to change your language production. This is
called functional language. What can you say instead of think? I think I would say that I think I understand that from my point of view I am not sure, but I think it is an interesting question, I believe that now I am working in small groups and expressing your opinion on the issues below. You can't use the
expression I think. You also need to use all the clauses above to answer questions.  1. Do you think TV ratings will help improve TV shows or will it have the opposite effect, which lowers the quality of TV shows?  2. What do you think of his strategies for raising ratings?  3. Do you think the higher the tv
show ratings, the better the show will be?  4. What were his best and worst changes in the TV series? Explain it to me.  5. What do you think of such a TV show?  6. Give examples of TV shows with very high TV ratings that you think are stupid.  7. Give examples of TV shows with very high TV ratings that
you find very smart.  8. What do you think of Brazilian (your country) TV? WORKSHEET MOVIE SEGMENT DOWNLOAD - MORNING GLORY 2010 film by Roger Michell Morning GloryTheatrical release poster DirectedRoger MichellProduced byJ. J. AbramsBryan BurkWritten byAline Brosh
McKennaStarringRachel McAdamsHarrison FordDiane KeatonPatrick WilsonJeff GoldblumMusic byDavid ArnoldCinematographyAlwin H. KüchlerFromDan FarrellNick MooreSteven Weisberg Production Company Bad Robot ProductionsDamount PicturesRelease date‹See TfM; 2010 (2010-11-10)
Running time107 minutesCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishBudget $40 million[1]Box office$60 million[2] Morning Glory is a 2010 romantic comedy-drama film directed by Roger Michell and written by Aline Brosh McKenna. [3] Starring Rachel McAdams, Harrison Ford, Diane Keaton, Patrick Wilson
and Jeff Goldblum, the film tells the story of upstart television who takes on the challenge of reviving the morning program with wary hostesses. Morning Glory was released by Paramount Pictures in theaters November 10, 2010. It received mixed reviews from critics and generated $60 million in $40
million in budget. Plot Aspiring news producer Becky Fuller (Rachel McAdams) has dreamed of working on the Today show since childhood, but her dedication to her career is depressing for potential suitors. He's being laid off from a job on Good Morning New Jersey, and his mother is advising him to
give up his dream before it becomes a disgrace. Becky hangs on and gets a call from IBS News looking for a producer for the struggling national morning show, DayBreak. After a discouraging job interview with director Jerry Barnes (Jeff Goldblum), who also fires both him and DayBreak as runners,
Becky brushes in the elevator with one of her heroes, veteran television journalist Mike Pomeroy (Harrison Ford). Contrary to his better judgment, Jerry hires Becky as executive producer of DayBreak, and he moves to New York. On her first day, Becky realizes she's signed up for the show in turmoil, with



no direction and no money. After meeting Acerbic, long-suffering presenter Colleen Peck (Diane Keaton), Becky fires lecherous presenter Paul McVee (Ty Burrell) into her co-work to the delight. He chooses the unwilling Mike as colleen's new host. Under the IBS agreement, Mike has avoided taking
advantage when he's paid. Becky finds a clause in Mike's contract that requires him to accept a formal job offer or lose his salary, forcing him to comply. Becky meets Adam Bennett (Patrick Wilson), an IBS fellow producer who worked with the difficult Mike. They start dating, and she initially supports his
dedication to his work. Mike, who despises morning television, tries to sabotage his DayBreak debut by being drunk. He refuses to joke, rejects the segments he thinks are beneath him, and angers Colleen. Jerry informs Becky that IBS wants to cancel DayBreak, accusing her of plummeting ratings. After
a heated confrontation with Mike, Becky snaps and decides on a radical approach to saving the show. By persuading Jerry to give him the remaining six weeks of the show to greatly improve ratings, Becky sends DayBreak weatherman Ernies (Matt Malloy) on tricks like roller coaster and skydiving.
Colleen joins Becky's campaign to rejuvente the show, appearing in colorful segments that help the show's ratings, but Jerry isn't convinced. Adam, when he doesn't realize what's on the line, teases Becky about how caught up in improving ratings; Becky sees this as a critique she's heard from other men.
Six-week deadline Mike shows interest in doing a story at a sauerkraut festival, surprising his colleagues. Becky follows him, but she gets it. Realizes. is instead going to the governor's summer house and announcing that the motion will be cancelled. Mike is suing the governor on charges of extortion and
airing his arrest live on TV. Mike tells Becky that he was similarly over-committed to his work at the expense of his family and personal life. The live bust raises DayBreak's ratings so much that it secures a so-year show, and Becky gets a job offer on the Today show. He's going to meet Adam and attack
Mike for this stubbornness. Becky accepts a job interview with DayBreak in the background. When Colleen tells Mike that his refusal to adapt has driven Becky away, she walks out of the air and rushes into the kitchen. Becky watches in shock as Mike introduces a cooking section that shows viewers how
to make frittata. Becky runs back to the studio and decides to stay at DayBreak. Rachel McAdams was Becky Fuller, the new executive producer of DayBreak. Harrison Ford as Mike Pomeroy, a serious news reporter and anchor who has worked in television for more than 40 years. He is unhappy that he
has to host a show that does not deal with real news. Diane Keaton has been colleen Peck, host of DayBreak for the past 11 years, where she has gone through several presenters and executive producers. Patrick Wilson as Adam Bennett, co-producer on IBS, who starts dating Becky. John Pankow as
Lenny Bergman, the show's longtime senior producer. Jeff Goldblum - Jerry Barnes, tv executive, he's making it a mission for Becky to turn the show's ratings around. Matt Malloy as Ernie Appleby, weather personality of DayBreak. Ty Burrell as Paul McVee, co-host of the film. Becky fires him right away
because he has a negative impact on the morale of the staff. Patti D'Arbanville, Mrs. Fuller, Becky's mother. Adrian Martinez as IBS Lobby Guard Curtis 50 Cent Jackson, Lloyd Banks and Tony Yayo himself. Chris Matthews, Morley Safer, Jonathan Bennett, Bob Schieffer and Elaine Kaufman perform in a
cameo. Production The film's premise was partly inspired by Neil Simon's The Sunshine Boys, in which Harrison Ford's role was like Clark's, while Diane Keaton's role was like that of Lewis and Rachel McAdams, like Clark's nephew Ben. Screenwriter Aline Brosh McKenna and producer J. J. Abrams
dreamed harrison ford would be in the film from an early screenplay development perspective. Shortly after Abrams had starred as Harrison Ford's Mike Pomeroy, Roger Michell took over as director. Despite their long Hollywood careers, Keaton and Ford had never met before Morning Glory. [6] Harrison
Ford explained: We have worked in the same field, in different business sectors. He was in the intellectual branch, and I. jumping and falling on a branch. We didn't have time to work together. But it was a real pleasure to finally get that chance. [7] Morning Glory jointly marked the second film by Keaton
and McAdams. They previously starred in the 2005 comedy-drama The Family Stone. As a vehicle starring McAdams, he initially felt unfit for the role because I'm not funny. So I said, If you want me to be funny, you might want to look somewhere else. The film's director, Roger Michell, dined with
McAdams and persuaded him to join the cast. [9] [10] Music The theme song of the film is Strip Me by Natasha Bedingfield. A song by The Weepies called Same Changes was recorded exclusively for the film. [11] David Arnold also composed the film. [12] The official soundtrack was not released,
although the following songs were used in the film:[13] No.TitleLength1. Free Me (Joss Stone) 2. Waiting for my real life to begin (Colin Hay) on March 3. Unbelievable (Joss Stone) 4. New Shoes (Paolo Nutini) 5. Open Spaces 4 (Ray Yates) 6. Prelude and Fughetta in G major (Johann Sebastian Bach) 7.
Stuck in the middle with you (Michael Bublé) 8. 5 p.m. (courtesy of Hollywood Edge) 9. Don't hold me back (Colbie Caillat) 10. Johnny Got a Boom (Imelda May) 11. Two Sleepy People (Hoagy Carmichael) 12. Final of the String Quartet at B-Flat Major (Kodály Quartet) 13. Happy Birthday to You (Mildred
J. Hill &amp; Patty S. Hill) 14. Same changes (Weeping) 15. Candy Shop (50 Cent featuring Olivia) 16. Sugar Plum Fairy Dance (Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky) 17. Are you here (Corinne Bailey Rae) 18. Gone in the morning (Newton Faulkner) 19. Strip Me (Natasha Bedingfield) Reception Box office The film
was originally scheduled for release on July 30, 2010 in the United States. It was then pushed back on 12 November 2010. [14] Paramount Pictures postponed the release date to November 10, 2010. [15] At its opening five days, Morning Glory earned about $12 million at U.S. box offices, which was
considered a bad result for a movie featuring big stars like Keaton and Ford. On its release date, #3 behind The Due Date and Megamind, although the next day it dropped to fourth when For Colored Girls won it third. It continued to switch from fifth to fourth place several times on 19 December 2005. In
week 19–24, it remained #6, slipping to 10th place. It remained in theaters until January 20, 2011. [16] Ultimately, the film earned more than $31 million in the U.S. and more than $27 million worldwide worldwide for a total of nearly $59 million. [2] The press stressed that it was another box office success
for Ford. [17] With the exception of Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull, Harrison Ford had not been hit Steven Zeitchik wrote in the Los Angeles Times: The biggest disappointment in Morning Glory is that after a decade without comedy, Ford's turn was meant to mark a new chapter by
getting him back to his audience-pleasing styles. But the film's disappointing performance adds one more nail to the coffin that has surrounded Ford's career, Buried Style, for years. Jeff Bock, exhibitor relations analyst, told TheWrap: When Ford wears that iconic hat, he can still crack the box office bull
wheel, but outside of Indy it has become a tougher case. [19] BoxOffice.com Phil Contrino said: I'm not quite ready to write this movie as a disappointment. I believe it shows a healthy stay in the coming weeks. It's skewed to parent, so it means the audience it appeals to doesn't feel the need to rush out
on the opening weekend. It's a fun movie with a lot of encouragement, and I think a lot of filmmakers will still find it. [21] McAdams was disappointed that the film couldn't find a larger audience, pointing out that I only hear from these businessmen: 'Well, no one was sure who it was for.' [22] Critical
response at Rotten Tomatoes, the film has a 55% approval rating based on 178 reviews, with an average rating of 5.98/10. The critical consensus of the site reads: It's lifted with a pleasant performance of its impeccable cast, and it's often charming – but Morning Glory is also inconsistent and derivative.
[23] At Metacritic, the weighted average of a movie is 57 points out of 100, based on 38 critics, indicating mixed or average reviews. The audience commissioned by CinemaScore gave the film an average rating from B A+ to F. [25] One of Morning Glory's main criticisms was that the film did not provide
any content on TV and media unlike Network (1976) or Broadcast News (1987). [26] Peter Howell of the Toronto Star wrote: You think Broadcast News and the Network are watching it, and possibly you regretted how the film dodges the tough questions about media responsibility and guilt that these films
dealt with decades ago. (...) Are they trying [director Roger Michell and screenwriter Aline Brosh McKenna] to say anything meaningful about TV and the media? If so, they have failed. [27] Stephen Whitty of The Star-Ledger stated that Broadcast News, unlike Morning Glory, was also about something – a
conflict between fake telegenic moments and hard news reality (...). And that made it not only a fun movie, but a classic. He concluded: It's a good enough movie. But it was this close to being big. [28] Critics who enjoyed Morning Glory pointed out that the film was fun and entertaining. James Berardinelli
of ReelViews wrote: Despite the usual to solve the story, Morning Glory produces enough good desire and genuine laughter, so that it is difficult not to like [...] It fits into a shrinking category: old-fashioned, not too raunchy, character-based comedy. It is shaller, unassying and, despite its shortcomings,
pleasant. It doesn't ignite new paths or amaze with its wit, but you're more likely to leave the theater smiling, and it's certainly worthy of a recommendation. [29] Lou Lumenick of the New York Post said: This unofficial update on news-vs. fluff wars gets good images in the crazy world of morning
TELEVISION.... It contains more than a few clever lines, and has a starry sky. Salon's Andrew O'Hehir described the film as a lush, light backstage comedy that looks lovely, doesn't offend its audience and uses both its young and old stars brilliantly. [31] Ty Burr of the Boston Globe wrote: The film is a
pleasant and at times hilarious journey, even if it has bait and exchange at its core. The Chicago Sun-Times' Roger Ebert awarded Morning Glory three and a half stars out of four. He noted: Morning Glory is fun entertainment at first, and then Rachel McAdams changes that. (...) I prefer these. It grows out
of human nature and tells about how people do their jobs and live their lives. [33] Rachel McAdams and Harrison Ford both received favorable reviews from critics. [33] [34] Most critics stressed that one of the film's powers was the performances of its star actors. Harrison Ford received strong reviews for
his performance in the film. Ebert of the Chicago Sun-Times said: Ford doesn't venture beyond his usual acting range, but inside it he creates a character with a reluctantly human inside. Rolling Stone's Peter Travers called the film a tart, a brilliant comedy that gives Harrison Ford his best and funniest
role in years. He added: Iconic Han Solo and Indiana Jones show real comics as Mike Pomeroy. [34] According to Entertainment Weekly's Owen Gleiberman, Ford is still a magnetic kink of a gray granite movie star, and in Morning Glory he finds a way to cheat his deadly gloomy, shifting quicksand and
delivery into a wise and amusing acting style. [35] Joe Neumaier of the New York Daily News wrote that Ford is the most relaxed he's been since Working Girl,[36] while Colin Covert of the Minneapolis Star Tribune noted: Ford's gravitas and comedic irritability are perfectly balanced here. Rex Reed of The
New York Observer stated: All this gives Harrison Ford a role that suits him like a condom. He gets to be grumpy, granite-faceed, mean-spirited, rude and pessimistic, never cracking a smile and taunting like a rat just died in studio air conditioning pipes.... The cast is perfect (irritable as Clifton Webb, Mr.
Ford has never been so good). [38] Several critics considered McAdamsin McAdamsin Manohla Dargis wrote in The New York Times: Ms. McAdams plays her role exceptionally well: as a young actress who can beat a boy, tame the beast, flash her panties and make you smile without make you cry,
she's natural. [39] Kenneth Turan of the Los Angeles Times noted: While the film's advertising gives the impression that McAdams is one of the equals, the reality is that this is his show. (...) He's never carried an entire movie as completely and as easily as he did here. The Chicago Sun-Times' Roger
Ebert compared Rachel McAdams' performance to Amy Adams' Oscar-nominated junebug. [33] Keaton's performance was also praised. According to ReelViews, Keaton is so good at his part that he can be seen sliding effortlessly into the anchor's chair in the right morning show. Critics say there was
good chemistry between Diane Keaton and Harrison Ford. Peter Travers of Rolling Stone noted: Ford and Keaton are delicious together. Rex Reedille: Part of the blunder between Mr. Ford and Ms. Keaton is a laughter dispute. [38] But it was also noted that Keaton was underused in the film. [30] Honors
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